Critical praise for
INAUGURAL CLASS

“2019 ARTISTS
TO WATCH”

“...one of the most promising arrivals in
mainstream Nashville’s burgeoning singersongwriter movement.”

“Tenille Townes’ sharp, lyrically dense songs are
perfectly fine for the stripped-down coffeehouse
treatment, but they also scale up beautifully.”
“Tenille Townes makes a strong case for being
country’s most promising young songwriter…”
“[‘I Kept the Roses’]…a scintillating mesh of
Brandi Carlile-like force and Lori McKennainspired tenderness…”

“2019 ON THE
VERGE ARTIST”

“ARTISTS TO
WATCH 2019”

CLASS OF 2019

“Like her role models Bruce Springsteen and
Lori McKenna, Townes brings passion and empathy to
songs that capture the complexities of the heartland.
With her distinctive, raspy voice and hard-driving guitar
style, Townes has the heart of a rocker. She’s part of a
generation of young country artists refreshing the genre
by pushing its boundaries.”
“…one of the most anticipated releases of 2019.”

“Townes continues to impress…”
“…the powerhouse vocalist mesmerized with a
performance that answered the unasked question
of what Janis Joplin would sound like if she were
born in Alberta and raised on a steady diet of
Shania Twain tunes.”

2019 LISTEN UP ARTIST
“…she writes from a perspective that embodies
the emotional fortitude of Patty Griffin and
Lori McKenna with a Shania Twain attitude.”
“…embodies elements of the astute storytelling
that Bobbie Gentry mastered in her classic
‘Ode to Billie Joe’”

“…Townes is poised for a breakthrough…”

Album cover

“…it’s clear to see she’s a songwriting
talent as well as a singer whose unique
voice is going to take her far.”

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT CARLA SACKS 212.741.1000 OR AMY LIPSKY,
615.320.7753 AT SACKS & CO., CARLA@SACKSCO.COM OR AMY.LIPSKY@SACKSCO.COM.

Critical praise for

“Country music’s new it girl Tenille Townes has one of
the most distinct voices in country music”
“Townes’ style can swing between Patty Griffin and
Shania Twain to give her a unique, articulate lane that is
unoccupied in contemporary country music.”

“Her debut single is a life-changer.”
“Hit play on any one of Tenille Townes’
songs and you’ll be hooked.”

“...spotlights the singer-songwriter’s powers
of evocation and imaginative storytelling…”
“…poised to launch into the country
mainstream this year.”

“One of the most exciting new artists on the country
music scene, she’s setting the bar high and hitting
the mark every time.”
“Tenille Townes demonstrates the scope
of her artistry with her striking new song, ‘I Kept
the Roses.’”

“…her folksy twang is unlike anything
found on country radio today.”

“…folk-rock goddess…”

“…heartfelt lyrics and crisp, warm vocals.”
“Townes has a rare ability to deliver a pop song
while maintaining a singer-songwriter’s edge.”

“… raspy-voiced dynamo…”
“Tenille Townes is one of the most exciting and
talented new artists on the planet.”
“…one of the brightest young
stars in country music.”

“Tenille Townes has a voice well beyond her age
and musical storylines that leave a mark.”

“…a powerhouse voice…”
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